Huntington Partners LLP, Huizhi International Capital Announce Strategic Partnership
SINGAPORE / HONG KONG / ISTANBUL, 29 APRIL 2020, Huntington Partners LLP
(“Huntington”), Asia’s leading (re) insurance focused strategic advisory firm, today
announced a strategic partnership with Huizhi International Capital (“Huizhi”), an
independent Hong Kong based financial services firm focused on servicing corporates in
Hong Kong and Greater China.
“We are thrilled to announce this exciting partnership between Huntington and Huizhi,” said
Gerard L Pennefather, Managing Partner of Huntington. “We believe in a post-Covid world
our creative approach to the significant challenges and opportunities our partner companies
will be facing calls for high-touch experienced advisers who understand these challenges
and have the ability to move swiftly. Huizhi shares a similar philosophy to us. Huizhi’s access
to HK and Greater China investors looking for acquisition opportunities in Asia, as well as
across Europe, are ideal partners for our clients.”
“We believe Huntington’s deep expertise within (re)insurance and specialized FIG in both
Asia and Europe will make an ideal partner for Huizhi, as our clients in Hong Kong and
Greater China are looking for transactions which are both transformational as well as “bolt
on’s”, which will help accelerate their global growth ambitions in both Asia and Europe.
Huizhi has long prided itself in delivering client focused solutions and we are excited with
the combination of skills our two companies bring,” said Dr Roger Zhu, CEO of Huizhi.
“We are very excited with the strategic alliance between Huntington and Huizhi. By
leveraging our complementary coverage and expertise, we look forward to a long,
productive and successful relationship,” commented Jianping Zheng, Head of Investment
Banking at Huizhi.

About Huntington Partners LLP
Huntington Partners is an independent integrated strategic advisory firm focused on the
(re)insurance sector across Asia and Europe with professionals in both Singapore and
Istanbul.
About Huizhi International Capital
Huizhi International Capital Holdings Co., Limited, headquartered in Hong Kong, is regulated
by the Hong Kong SFC, offering services in a range of businesses including securities trading,
financial advisory, investment banking, private equity, and asset management. Led by senior
bankers and investment managers who have decades of practical experience in the relevant
fields. Huizhi offers a broad range of value added advice to clients, providing insights from
understanding of macroeconomics, to adjusting to Government policy and creating good
working relationships with regulators and major government bodies in Greater China.

